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SAbstract
The experimental investigations and testing are the ones of the main ways of
the electric propulsion systems refining. However, very often, the carrying
measurements can not provide the accuracy which is necessary for the proper
phenomena identification. That is why the enveloping of the special mathematical
methods for processing the experimental information for the purpose of the data
authenticity increasing becomes actual The most perspective for this problem
solving is using the mordent assessing theory, which based on the experimental data
optimal fairing and filtration. One of such powerful method is the multychannel
Kalman filtration. There is present its description and analyse of experimental data

for the.Stationary Plasma Thruster long time testing.
Introduction

3

The main peculiarity of the space craft power plant, based on the electric propulsion
systems (EP) is the low thrust level and its long operation time (from 20-30 days up to 10-15
months and more). In our days the EP life time is more than 1000-1500 hours, and some samples
in the ground conditions confirmed their capability for work during 4000 hours and more
[1,2]. The high testing price and great time expenditures for its performing are the cause of
the new methods development for the EP quality estimation [3]. One of the possible ways of
solving this problem is to use the.special mathematical methods of the information processing in
order to use it maximum completely - methods of the assessing theory [4].
The EP quality controlling system using in our days and basing on the staistic analyse of
the measured results of the random variables using one or more independent -election [5] are
not satisfy to the growing requirements either on point of the methodical insurance,
either on
point of the acceptable.software existence. The main lack of the statistic analyse of the
measured results are the following: absence of the functional mutual connections between
parameters, assuming about the absence of the random error in the measurements
and
estimation conclusions in the case if it is impossible to neglect these errors. Using method
foresees statistic analyse only for output system variables, which only partially characterise EP.
Method description and results of calculations
Taking into account all mentioned above, the actual scientific problem is the EP
parameters analysing method development. This method must permit to identify the EP state
Sith high accuracy. The aim of such method development is to decreas time anu price of the
long time EP tests. So, the main requests to the method are: to use all
information about
the thruster parameters; to have the opportunity to calculate all EP parameters, including
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The mentioned problems are the part of the stochastic
stochastic space
are examined in the frames of the following scheme [6]. At the some
(0(t), (t)), t > 0, which
(f, F, P), the partially observation stochastic process (0, 4) =
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These methods are the
The methods of optimal Kalman filtration (OKF) is analysed.
minimum of the average
sequence of the algorithms of the state estimation, which ensuring
squared error estimation [7]:
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collection of the integral and
following
the
The process of the EP operation describes by
differential equations, which are defined by the fundamental physical laws. As an example it was
taken the Stationary Plasma Thruster (SPT) [8]:
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Where M,- ion mass, e - the electron's charge, E - the electric field strength,
a - plasma electric
acceleration channel cross section, U. - effective acceleration potential,
losses to the
conductivity, Ud - discharge potential, I d - discharge current, U, - the potential
oscillations in the
ionisation, U, - potential losses in the cathode-ground circuit, U - potential
n - ions
discharge circuit, V - exhaust velocity, mh - the working medium mass flow rate,
- the
concentration, I,l, - ions and electrons components of the discharge current, i,
- thrust
acceleration zone reduced length, N - discharge power, tr - thrust efficiency, P
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EP mathematical model can be
the
formed
Equation system (2), which are
is used for the dynamic
which
of
state,
equation
transformed into vector-difference
systems investigation [3,9]:

S(t) = f(x(t), u(t),t),
y(t) = g(x(t), u(t), t)(3)
where x(t) the state variable, u(t) - the guiding variable, y(t) - observing or
outputting variable.
The EP mathematical model (2) analyse, taking into account defining the outputting
and inputting parameters of state, permits to formalise the vector variables:

x'T (t)= {P,V,AU,rl};

u T (t) = {(,Ud,;
yr (t)= {P,m,I,,Ud,,

(4)
,, }.

As one can see from (4), EP is multivariate, distribute, continuous and nonlinear system.
Besides, due to the dynamical EP properties (the reaction character to the input perturbation) as
a dependence on time is constant, the EP is the stationary system and the vector x(1) is partial
observing.
According to the setting problem the estimations of the EP state vector x(t), the
preliminary investigations about the EP SPT 100 - type parameters identification was done.
Samples of such thrusters were the subject of the long time life tests, on the results of which the
thruster was qualified as serviceable [1,2]. At the stage of the preliminary investigations, the
simplified EP model was examined and hypothesis about linear increasing of the voltage
oscillation was assumed:

SPt)= A,

A -(t),

u(t) = A, + A,t,

(5)

where A i-A4 - are the coefficients, t - time.
According to the model (5), the vector of state was examined in the following form:
xT(t)

= P(t). i(t), (t)}.

(6)

and vector of the observation, corresponds to the output variabley(t):
zr (k) = fP(k),i(k)}.

(7)

According to the procedure of the optimal extended Kalman filter, realised in the
form of the special software, the x(k) vector estimation in the time moment k+ 1 is defined as:

i(k + ) = i(k + lk) + K(k + 1)[H(k)i(k) -z(k)],

(8)

where K(k+l) - the OKF amplification coefficient; H(k) - the matrix of the

measurement;
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where At - period of the discretisation.

H(k)= 0

1 0.

(11)
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The investigated results are shown in the fig. 1,2. The values of the measuring
parameters P and U corresponded to data [1] and there are their averaging values on several
measurements.
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Fig. 1 The dynamic of discharge voltage oscillations measurements: f, - measured value,
i, - its
estimation
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Fig.2 The dynamic of thrust measurements: P. - measured value, P, - its estimation
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Curves i7e and P. in the fig.l,2 are the estimations of the " and P parameters. The
comparative analyse with the existing methods was performed by the two ways:
a) obtaining the boundaries of the fiducal region under the same values of the set probability of
random variably hitting into this region and comparison the region width on the module;
b) "freezing" the fiducial region boundaries [5] and defining the probability of the parameters
hitting into pointed boundaries.
In order to obtain the fiducal region boundaries, the methods, widely used in mathematical
statistic, based on the Student I - distribution [10], is used.
The calculated results are given in table 1.
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Table 1.

The comparative analyse of the fiducal probability and the fiducal region boundaries
NN

Parameter,

The values of the fiducal

dimension

probability under "frozen"
boundaries of the fudical

The width of the fiducal
region under

=0.95

region
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oscillation, V
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Method of the
statistic analyse

OKF
method

Method of the
statistic analyse

OKF
method

0.95

0.975

36

5.2S

0.95

>0.95

0.02

0.015

As one can see from the table 1, the thrust identification using filtration methods permits
to increase the accuracy of the parameter obtaining on 25%, and the accuracy of the potential
oscillation estimation, obtained with the help of OKF method, is in 6 times higher, than the
estimation, obtained by the methods, using in our days. On the other side, the possibility of values
of the EP thrust and potential oscillations to hit into set range, was increased from 0,95 up to
0.975 for iW, and more than 0,95 for P. So, the approbation of the EP parameters
identification method for the SPT-100 sample, which worked more, than 4000 hours under the
program of the direct life time testing, permits to make conclusions: at first, about the
serviceability of the suggested method and, at the second, about the agreement of the
theoretical and experimental results for the normal operation conditions. Besides, using the
optimal filtration methods for EP parameters identification, permits greatly increase the accuracy
of its detenijnation
Conclusions
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The following conclusion can be formulated, as the result of this investigation:
1. The EP of the SPT-type can be assumed as the dynamic system, the operation of which
describes by the differential equations (3).
2 For the EP parameters identification, the procedure of the optimal estimation of the state
vector x(t), using the optimal extended Kalman filter can be used.
3. Using the method of the vector of state estimation, which based on the OKF algorithms,
pennits to increase the parameters of state identification accuracy.
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